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An osmotic ensemble hyperparallel tempering technique has been developed to study the solubility
of ethylene in amorphous linear low-density polyethylene of different chain architectures. The
NERD united-atom force field~Nath, Escobedo, and de Pablo revised united-atom force field! @Nath
et al., J. Chem. Phys.108, 9905 ~1998!; Mol. Phys.98, 231 ~2000!; J. Chem. Phys.114, 3612
~2001!# is used in all simulations. We have investigated the effect of polyethylene chain length and
branching on ethylene solubility. In this study, we have considered short-chain branching of
amorphous linear low-density ethylene-1-hexene copolymers under typical polymerization reactor
conditions. It is observed that, in the polymer, ethylene prefers to reside in the vicinity of polymer
chain ends. This clustering causes a decrease in ethylene solubility with polymer chain length. When
short-chain branches are introduced to a linear polymer chain, however, the chain-end clustering
effect is counteracted by a higher density, thereby leading to an ethylene solubility almost identical
to that in the linear polymer. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1751178#

I. INTRODUCTION

In the commercial gas-phase manufacturing of linear
low-density polyethylene~PE!, a highera-olefin, typically
1-butene, 1-hexene, or 1-octene, is used as a comonomer. In
order to develop a sound understanding of the kinetics of the
polymerization process, and hence the quality of the product
resin, precise knowledge of the solubility of monomers or
other small molecule solutes in PE is required under reaction
conditions. Recent evidence suggests that, in reaction mix-
tures of small molecule solutes~methane, ethylene,
1-hexene, and nitrogen! and linear amorphous PE, the sol-
utes exhibit a tendency to cluster near chain ends.1,2 It is
therefore reasonable to anticipate that polyolefin chain length
and branching could have a pronounced effect on monomer
sorption. To evaluate the merit of this hypothesis, we have
developed an osmotic ensemble hyperparallel tempering
technique that permits simulation of the solubility of mono-
mers and comonomers in polyolefins of arbitrary chain archi-
tecture. The osmotic ensemble was developed due to diffi-
culties we encountered with implementing parallel tempering
techniques3,4 within the Gibbs ensemble5–8 framework. It
provides a means of eliminating the need to simulate a sec-
ond gas phase in a Gibbs ensemble when one of the compo-
nents does not exist~or is negligible! in that phase. The
ensemble is similar to the grand canonical ensemble9 and the
SPECS~simulation of phase equilibria of long chain sys-
tems! method introduced by Theodorou and co-workers,10 as
it is a single-simulation-cell ensemble used to study phase
equilibria. In the osmotic ensemble considered here, a

polymer-rich phase constrained to be in equilibrium with an-
other phase is simulated; it is assumed that no polymer exists
in that other phase. In the ensemble, the number of polymer
molecules, pressure, temperature, and the absorbing species’
chemical potentials are specified. In contrast to the grand
canonical ensemble, it is possible to specify the pressure and
to allow the simulation cell volume to fluctuate. We use the
term ‘‘osmotic ensemble hyperparallel tempering’’ to denote
this ensemble when it is used in combination with parallel
tempering techniques.3,4

In addition, hybrid molecular dynamics/Monte-Carlo
~MC! schemes have been devised for both molecule dis-
placement moves at constant volume and pressure, thereby
accelerating greatly the performance of our computational
algorithms. These techniques are considerably faster than a
standard Gibbs ensemble formalism, and have allowed us to
conduct a systematic study of short-chain branching on the
thermodynamic properties of ethylene/polyolefin mixtures.
In this study, we consider amorphous linear low-density
ethylene-1-hexene copolymers under typical reactor condi-
tions. We examine two different branching structures. The
number of branches per 100 backbone repeat units is 20 in
all cases; each branch is four carbons long. In addition, we
have verified the technique with infinite dilution calculations
and have devised a method to extrapolate partial molar vol-
ume data from osmotic ensemble results.

The article is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we present
the ethylene and polyethylene molecular models imple-
mented in this work. In Sec. III, we describe the proposed
osmotic ensemble hyperparallel tempering technique and
provide a brief overview of the infinite dilution method for
calculating gas sorption in polyethylene. The full details of
the specific simulations conducted in this work are also in-
cluded in this section. Section IV describes how to extrapo-
late partial molar volumes from osmotic ensemble results. In
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Sections V A and V B, we present results for ethylene sorp-
tion in PE of different architectures. In Section V C we ana-
lyze site–site intermolecular radial distribution functions. We
conclude in Sec. VI with a few remarks concerning the solu-
bility of small molecules in polymers and the possibilities of
molecular simulations in regard to the study of realistic mix-
tures of industrial interest.

II. MOLECULAR MODELS

All simulations employ the Nath, Escobedo, and de
Pablo revised~NERD! force field,1,11–13 in which united-
atom sites represent CHn groups in ethylene and polymer
chain molecules. The force-field parameters can be found in
the original references. A Lennard-Jones potential energy
function is adopted for nonbonded interactions. This includes
site–site interactions for sites on the same molecule located
more than three bonds apart and sites located on different
molecules. A torsional potential energy function is imposed
on rotations about carbon–carbon bonds.14 Bond stretching
and bond-angle bending are controlled by means of a har-
monic potential. For nonbonded, unlike pair interactions,
Lorentz–Berthelot combining rules are used, which in previ-
ous work have been shown to be suitable for alkane
mixtures.15 In all calculations, a cutoff radius of 10.0 Å is
employed for Lennard-Jones interactions, and standard tail
corrections9,16 are implemented. The NERD force field has
been shown to provide good agreement with experimental
phase-equilibria data for pure alkanes and alkenes, and their
binary and ternary mixtures.1,11–13,15

Polyethylene chains of 35, 49, 100, and 500 ethylene
monomers~70, 98, 200, and 1000 carbons! are considered to
examine the effect of polymer chain length on ethylene solu-
bility. Commercial linear low-density PE has short-chain
branches introduced by the addition of a comonomer. We
therefore investigate controlled ethylene-1-hexene polymers
in this work; namely polyethylene molecules with 20 mole %
1-hexene and 80 mole % ethylene. Backbones of 35 mono-
mers~98 carbons! are examined, and two types of 1-hexene
distributions are considered. The first type contains a repeti-
tive pattern of four ethylenes followed by one 1-hexene~des-
ignated type 1 branched C98). The second type contains a
repetitive pattern of eight ethylenes followed by two
1-hexenes~designated type 2 branched C98), so as to have
the same density of 1-hexenes as in the first case. In all cases,
the stereochemistry of the short branches is random. To il-
lustrate the difference between type 1 and type 2 branched
structures, Fig. 1 shows snapshots and drawings of the linear
and two branched chain types with 35-monomer backbones.

III. SIMULATION METHODS

A. Osmotic ensemble

In an n-component osmotic
(m1 ,...,mk,Nk11 ,...,Nn,p,T) ensemble, the temperature
~T!, pressure~p!, and chemical potential fork,n compo-
nents (m1 ,...,mk) are specified, while the number of mol-
ecules forn2k components (Nk11 ,...,Nn) are held con-
stant. The probability of the ensemble being at a given

configurationq, with N1 molecules of type 1,N2 molecules
of type 2,...,Nk molecules of typek, and volumeV is given
by

P~q,V,N1 ,N2 ,...,Nk!}
VNT

N1!N2!,...,Nn!
expS 2bU~q!

2bpV1(
i 51

k

bziNi D , ~1!

wherep, b, z1 , z2 ,...,zk , Nk11 , Nk12 ,...,Nn are kept con-
stant in the osmotic ensemble andNT is defined as the total
number of molecules in the ensemble. In Eq.~1!, the reduced
chemical potential of componenti (bzi) is defined as

bzi5 ln@l i
23ebm i#. ~2!

The results of two-component solutei /polyethylene os-
motic (m iNPEpT) ensemble simulations are compared to
those of solubility calculations for solutei in PE at infinite
dilution using a test-molecule insertion method.9,17 In this
method, anNPEpT simulation is conducted and test inser-
tions of solutei are conducted. It can be shown that the
weight-average Henry’s constant of solutei (Hi) in PE is

Hi5S MWPE

MWi
D rPE

b

^V&NPEpT

^VWtest i
ext &NPEpT

, ~3!

where MWPE is the molecular weight of PE,MWi is the
molecular weight of solutei, and Wtesti

ext is the Rosenbluth
weight18 for the test-particle insertion of solutei ~additional
details on the Rosenbluth weight are provided in Sec. III B!.
Equation~3! assumes that moleculei does not include in-
tramolecular nonbonded interactions~i.e., only bond stretch-
ing, bond bending, and torsional interactions are present!, as
is the case for ethylene. Assuming infinitely dilute conditions
and an ideal gas phase for the solute, the solubility ofi is
equal top/Hi . More details on this technique are provided in
Appendix A.

B. Monte-Carlo moves

Three types of moves are used in the osmotic ensemble
simulations to sampleq, V, N1 ,...,Nk with probabilities dic-
tated by Eq.~1!; these consist of particle displacement moves
at constant volume, particle displacement moves with chang-

FIG. 1. Snapshots of various chains with 35 carbon backbones. The end
sites are indicated in black. The insets are drawings of the structures used to
illustrate the branching structures.~a! Structure for a linear C70 chain, ~b!
structure for a type 1 branched C98 chain, and~c! structure for a type 2
branched C98 chain.
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ing volume, and particle insertion and deletion moves for the
first k,n components. For each move, the acceptance prob-
ability is given by

Paccept5minF1,
a~ tr→o!Ptr

a~o→tr!Po
G , ~4!

whereo denotes the system configuration before the move, tr
denotes the trial configuration,Pi is the probability of being
in configurationi as given in Eq.~1!, and a( i→ j ) is the
transition probability of proposing a move from statei to
statej.

Constant volume molecule displacements are conducted
by means of a constant volume hybrid Monte-Carlo
~CVHMC! procedure.19,20 In the CVHMC procedure, a
specified number of molecular dynamics~MD! steps~with a
specified time step per MD step! are used to generate a glo-
bal trial MC move. Using Eq.~4!, the acceptance probability
for such moves is given by

Paccept,CVHMC5min@1,e2b~DUo→tr1DKo→tr!#, ~5!

whereDKo→tr is the change in kinetic energy from the old to
the new trial state.

Volume displacements are conducted by means of a
constant-pressure hybrid Monte-Carlo ~CPHMC!
procedure.21,22 In the CPHMC procedure, a specified number
of reversible Berendsen molecular dynamics23,24 steps~with
a specified time step per MD step! are used to generate a
global trial MC move. Using Eq.~4!, the acceptance prob-
ability for such moves is given by

Paccept,CPHMC5minF1,S Vtr

Vo
D Nsite

e2b~DUo→tr1pDVo→tr1DKo→tr!G ,
~6!

wherep is the specified pressure andNsite is the total number
of sites in the simulation.

In the osmotic ensemble used in this study, no PE chains
are inserted into or deleted from the simulation cell. Insertion
and deletion moves for ethylene are conducted by means of
configurational bias~CB! moves25–27 at constant volume.
Trial orientations within the CB technique are generated via
an acceptance–rejection scheme.9,28 In this scheme, the first
site of a molecule is inserted at a random position within the
simulation cell. For other sites in a molecule, a position with
a random direction on a sphere29 and a bond length distrib-
uted according to a harmonic spring9 is generated. A trial
position is selected according to the probability of the new
bonded interactions introduced with the site~bond stretching,
bond bending, and torsional interactions!.28 The acceptance
criteria for inserting one molecule of typei are given by

Paccept,CB-ins5minF1,Wi
ext V

Ni11
Cchn ie

bzi G , ~7!

whereWi
ext, the Rosenbluth weight of moleculei associated

with the growth or deletion process, is given by

Wi
ext5)

j 51

ni

Nsamp
21 ~ j ! (

k51

Nsamp~ j !

e2bUk
nonbonded

~ j !. ~8!

In Eq. ~8!, ni is the number of sites for a typei molecule,
Nsamp( j ) is the number of trial insertions of sitej in the
growing or deleted molecule, andUk

nonbonded( j ) is the non-
bonded potential energy due to thek trial site of sitej in the
type i molecule. In Eq.~7!, Cchn i is P j 51

n Cchn i ,site j , where
Cchn i ,site j is given by

Cchn i ,site j5E dre2bUchn i ,site j
bonded

~r !. ~9!

By defining bzi
mod as bm i2 ln li

31ln Cchn i , or equivalently
bzi1 ln Cchn i , the acceptance probability for inserting one
molecule of typei can be rewritten as

Paccept,CB-ins5minF1,Wi
ext V

Ni11
ebzi

modG . ~10!

The acceptance probability for deleting one molecule of type
i is obtained in an analogous fashion and is given by

Paccept,CB-del5minF1,
1

Wi
ext

Ni

V
e2bzi

modG . ~11!

Additional constant-volume molecular displacement
moves considered in a few simulations in this work include
CB inner-chain rebridging,30 end-chain CB, and CB reptation
moves. These moves are similar to the CB insertion/deletion
moves, and further information can be found in the original
references.25–27,30 In order to characterize pure PE and to
perform infinite dilution calculations,NPEpT ensemble simu-
lations have also been conducted in this work. With the ex-
ception of ethylene insertion and deletion moves, the same
type of MC moves are used in theNPEpT simulations as with
the osmotic ensemble simulations.

C. Parallel tempering in an osmotic ensemble

The osmotic ensemble described in subsection B is
implemented in the context of a parallel tempering~PT!
technique.3,4 Yan et al. studied Lennard-Jones atoms and
polymeric systems in a grand-canonical formalism4,31 and
found significant speedup with the PT scheme.

In this technique,N osmotic replicas are run indepen-
dently using regular osmotic ensemble moves. Attempts are
also made to exchange the extensive variables of two repli-
cas with acceptance related to their partition functions. For
ann-component osmotic ensemble withk,n components at
constant chemical potentials, andn2k.0 components at
constant number of molecules, each replica may be at differ-
ent temperature, pressure, and chemical potential for thek
components. However, the same extensive variables are kept
constant in each replica~the number of molecules forn2k
components is the same and constant for each replica in the
osmotic ensemble formalism!. For randomly chosen pairs, an
exchange between replica configurationsxl and xm is ac-
cepted according to

Paccept~xl↔xm!5minF1,
Posmotic,l~xm!Posmotic,m~xl!

Posmotic,l~xl!Posmotic,m~xm!G ,
~12!
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wherePosmotic,i(xj) is the probability of replicai having con-
figurationxj. Inserting Eq.~1! into ~12! yields the following
acceptance criteria for swapping osmotic ensemble replica
configurations:

Paccept~xl↔xm!5minF1,expS 2b lDUl2b l plDVl

1(
i 51

k

b lzi ,l
modDNi ,l D 3expS 2bmDUm

2bmpmDVm1(
i 51

k

bmzi ,m
modDNi ,mD G ,

~13!

where

DAm52DAl5A~xm!2A~xl!, ~14!

and whereAj is a varying configurational-dependent variable
in replica j ~e.g., the internal energyU j , the replica volume
Vj , or the number of molecules of typei, Ni , j ).

D. Gas phase chemical potential

Gas phase chemical potentials required for osmotic en-
semble simulations are calculated using a configurational
bias test molecule insertion scheme within anNpT
simulation.9 The reduced chemical potential of molecule
i (bzi

mod) is determined by

zi
mod5bm i2 ln l i

31 ln Cchn i5 ln~Ni11!2 ln^VWtest i
ext & ~15!

whereWtesti
ext is the Rosenbluth weight associated with a test

molecule of typei inserted into the system.
For this study, the reduced chemical potential of pure

ethylene gas is determined for various conditions.NpT
simulations consist of 80% constant volume CB moves and
20% random volume moves. Each CB move is performed
using ten trial orientations per site. Random volume moves
are conducted with a maximum volume change of
10– 100sLJ,min

3 for the various conditions considered. All
simulations are run for 106 steps with 200 ethylenes per
simulation cell; 250 test ethylene insertions are conducted
every ten steps in a configurational bias manner with ten trial
orientations per site. The averageVWest ethylene

ext is used with
Eq. ~15! to find the effective ethylene chemical potential for
a given set of conditions.

E. Simulation details

In this work, eight osmotic replicas are run in parallel for
polyethylene chains of 200 carbons and less. Each replica
has the same temperature~105 °C! and the same number of
polymer molecules. Replicas differ in their pressure and their
ethylene chemical potentials, with pressures ranging from 5
to 54 bar.

For PE modeled with 1000 carbons, three osmotic en-
semble hyperparallel tempering cases are simulated. For each
case, ten osmotic replicas are run in parallel. Replicas have
the same pressure and the same number of polymer mol-
ecules. Replicas differ in their temperature and their ethylene

chemical potentials, with temperatures ranging from 70 to
200 °C. The three cases are conducted for pressures of 9, 18,
and 30 bar. The results at 105 °C are presented in this work.

Effective ethylene chemical potentials for each condition
are calculated as described in subsection D. The results can
be found in Table I.

Between 2 and 15 PE chains are in a simulation cell,
depending on the specified PE architecture. For the shorter
C70 and C98 chains, 15 PE chains are in a simulation cell. For
these systems, we have found the results to be identical to
those of simulations with 10 PE chains. For the PE chains of
200 carbons, 9 PE chains are in a simulation cell. The results
for these systems are consistent with the trends of the shorter
and longer PE chain simulations. For PE chains of 1000
carbons, two PE chains are in a simulation cell. Note that we
have also studied systems of up to eight PE chains of 1000
carbons and obtained results identical to those for two PE
chains. In the osmotic ensemble simulations, the number of
ethylenes is in the range of 6–12 for 5 bar and 50–100 for
54 bar at 105 °C.

Details of the MC move parameters and simulation
specifications for the osmotic andNPEpT simulations are
provided in Tables II and III, respectively. The changing MC
parameters and simulation specifications given in the tables
are the result of optimizations developed throughout this
work. In the infinite dilution simulations, 250 insertions of
ethylene in C70 are conducted every ten MC steps. Three
infinite dilution simulations with independent initial equilib-
rium configurations and the specifications shown in Table III
have been conducted at 1 bar and 105 °C.

IV. PARTIAL MOLAR PROPERTIES

In addition to solubility predictions, osmotic ensemble
simulations also provide partial molar quantities. For a two-
component system, a partial molar quantity for component 1
is defined as

b̄15S ]^B&N1N2pT

]N1
D

N2 ,p,T

, ~16!

TABLE I. Conditions for ethylene/amorphous PE osmotic ensemble simu-
lations. All conditions are at 105 °C.

PE model Pressure@bar# zeth
mod

C70 , C98s, C200

5 29.266
12 28.409
19 27.967
26 27.672
33 27.451
40 27.277
47 27.134
54 27.013

C1000

9 28.689
18 28.019
30 27.539
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where ^B&N1N2pT is any relevant extensive property at the
specifiedN1 , N2 , p, andT. Note that them1N2pT osmotic
ensemble is a collection ofN1N2pT ensembles at variousN1

sampled with probabilities proportional toebN1m1. With this
in mind, from an osmotic ensemble simulation, average
properties at variousN1 and constantN2 , p, and T can be
calculated. From Eq.~16!, the partial molar quantity,b̄1 can
be determined from the slope of aN1 versus ^B&N1N2pT

curve. After determiningb̄1 , b̄2 can be calculated by solving
for b̄2 in the following thermodynamic relationship:

^B&m1N1pT5^N1&b̄11N2b̄2 , ~17!

where ^B&m1N2pT is the total average value ofB in the os-

motic ensemble simulation.
As an illustration of the calculations of partial molar

volumes, Fig. 2 shows a plot of average volume versusNeth

determined from an ethylene~1!/linear C70(2) m1N2pT simu-
lation at 105 °C and 33 bar. From the slope, the partial molar
volume of ethylene is determined. The partial molar volume
of PE can be calculated by applying Eq.~17!.

From knowledge of partial molar volumes, it is possible
to extrapolate phase equilibria data for different pressures at
a specified temperature, given a reference state result. In this
work, we consider the phase equilibria between gasi and

TABLE II. Parameters used for MC moves. For moves with parameters different for ethylene and PE, the
molecule for the parameter is specified in parentheses.

MC move
Number of
sites/movea

Number of trial
insertions/site

Number of MD
steps per move

reduced MD
time stepb

CB moves
Ethylene
insertion/deletion

2 10 ¯ ¯

Test ethylene
insertionc

2 15 ¯ ¯

End-chain 1–6~PE! 10 ¯ ¯

1–2 ~ethylene!
Reptation 1–4~PE! 10 ¯ ¯

Inner chain
rebridging

2–6 ~PE! 10 ¯ ¯

Hybrid-MC moves
CPHMC ¯ ¯ 5d 0.0005e

15f 0.001g

CVHMC ¯ ¯ 5d 0.0005e

15f 0.0018g

aRandomly chosen between given range.
bReduced in terms ofs, e, and the mass of Lennard-Jones site with minimums.
cUsed inNPEpT infinite dilution simulations.
dFor C70 , C98 , and C200 osmotic ensemble simulations.
eFor C70 and C98 osmotic ensemble simulations.
fFor NPEpT, C200 osmotic ensemble, and C1000 osmotic ensemble simulations.
gFor NPEpT and C1000 osmotic ensemble simulations.

TABLE III. Simulation specifications for osmotic andNPEpT ensemble simulations. The polymer model for each case is shown in the left-hand column.

PE models
PT swapping

%

Distribution of non-PT swapping MC moves
Number of

MC steps/system
@31026#

CPHMC
%

CVHMC
%

ethylene CB
insertion/deletion %

End-site
CB %

Reptation
CB %

Inner chain
rebridging %

Osmotic simulations
Linear C70 0.01 24 6 70 ¯ ¯ ¯ 3.7
Linear C98 0.01 24 6 70 ¯ ¯ ¯ 2.0
Type 1 branched C98 0.01 24 6 70 ¯ ¯ ¯ 3.7
Type 2 branched C98 0.01 24 6 70 ¯ ¯ ¯ 2.0
Linear C200 0.1 4 1 90 ¯ 5 ¯ 2.0
Linear C1000 0.05 1 0.25 83 1.25 4.5 10 3.0

NPEpT simulations
Linear C70 ¯ 2.5 0.5 ¯ 19 35 43 5
Linear C98 ¯ 2.5 0.5 ¯ 19 35 43 5
Linear C200 ¯ 1.25 0.25 ¯ 19 35 44.5 10
Linear C1000

a 0.05 0.8 0.2 ¯ 10 43 46 2
Linear C70

b
¯ 0.8 0.2 ¯ 33 33 33 10

aSimulation with parallel tempering for tenNPEpT ensembles at 1 bar and 70–200 °C.
bFor infinite dilution calculations.
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solutei/PE mixture. By definingf̂ i
P asKiwi ( f̂ i

P is defined as
the polymer phase fugacity for solutei in the polymer phase!
and using the thermodynamic relationship for the pressure
derivative of f̂ i

P , an expression can be determined for the
pressure dependence of the proportionality factorKi at a
specified temperature, as

Ki~T,p!5Ki
0~T,p0!expS v̄ i

0~p2p0!

RT D , ~18!

where superscript 0 indicates the reference condition, and it
is assumed thatv̄ i is insensitive to pressure. This assumption
will be seen to be valid for the systems studied in this work.
A more general expression forKi(T,p) can be found in Ap-
pendix C. After equating the fugacities of solutei in the gas
and polymer phases, an expression forwi as a function of
pressure and a specified temperature is derived as

wi5
w i p

Ki
, ~19!

wherew i is the pure component fugacity coefficient for gas
phasei.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Ethylene sorption in linear polyethylene chains

Figure 3 shows the results of simulations of ethylene
sorption in linear C70, C98, C200, and C1000 chains. It is
observed that the solubility increases linearly with increasing
pressure for all chains, as expected in the Henry’s law re-
gime. In addition, there is a significant decrease in ethylene
solubility when going from C70 to C1000 chains. This result
confirms our original hypothesis that increasing chain length
decreases ethylene solubility.1,2 Figure 4 shows the ethylene
solubility/pressure~inverse Henry’s constant! versus the in-
verse of the chain length for various linear PE chains. As
observed in Fig. 4, the ethylene solubility/pressure scales
approximately linearly with the inverse of the chain length.

This is consistent with previous experimental studies of car-
bon dioxide solubility in various linear hydrocarbons of dif-
ferent chain lengths.32

Figure 5 shows simulation results for the density of
ethylene/linear amorphous PE mixtures. Simulation results
for pure linear PE chains are also shown in Fig. 5. Upon
extrapolating the mixture density results to pure amorphous
PE, agreement with simulated pure linear PE simulations is
observed. As shown in Fig. 6, the simulated pure linear PE
simulations are in satisfactory agreement with the experi-
mental data extrapolated from higher temperature results of
Deeet al.33 In Fig. 5, it is noted that an increase in pressure
causes a decrease in the ethylene/PE mixture density. This is
due to an increase in ethylene concentration in the mixture at
higher pressures. It is also noted that an increase in PE chain
length leads to an increase in density. This is further ana-
lyzed by studying partial molar volumes. Figure 7 shows the
calculated ethylene and PE partial molar volumes for PE
models of linear C70-C200 chains. First, it is noted that the

FIG. 2. Calculation of ethylene partial molar volume for ethylene/linear C70

mixture at 105 °C and 33 bar. The solid line is a linear fit to the simulation
data and the dotted lines represent an estimated uncertainty in the fitted line.

FIG. 3. Solubility of ethylene in linear PE at 105 °C as a function of pres-
sure for various PE chain lengths. The dotted lines are linear fits to the
simulation results.

FIG. 4. Ethylene solubility/pressure for ethylene in various linear PEs at
105 °C.NC is the number of carbons in the linear PE. The simulation error
bars are estimated uncertainties based on the data in Fig. 3.
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partial molar volume of ethylene is insensitive to chain
length. However, the partial molar volume of PE/site appears
to decrease with chain length. This explains the observed
increase in density with chain length.

Figure 8 compares simulated ethylene solubility in linear
C70 with predicted results based on the weight-average Hen-
ry’s constant calculated from the infinite dilution method of
Sec. III A. From the infinite dilution calculations the weight-
average Henry’s constant is calculated to be in the range of
755–1062 bar* ~g amorphous PE/g ethylene!. The corre-
sponding upper and lower bounds for solubility predictions
with this range of Henry’s constant are shown in Fig. 8. The
infinite dilution method yields results similar to those ob-
tained using the osmotic ensemble technique. The infinite
dilution method predicts slightly lower solubilities, which is
due to the inability of this method to capture polymer swell-
ing.

Figure 9 compares simulated ethylene solubility in linear
C70 with predicted results based on rescaling withv̄eth using
Eqs.~18! and~19!. Results are shown for ideal gas (weth set
to 1! and a nonideal gas (weth calculated using a second-
order virial equation of state! for the ethylene gas phase. The
results are based on extrapolation of osmotic ensemble simu-
lation results at 28 bar~reference state!. As observed in Fig.
9, the method predicts the full simulation results accurately
within the error bars of the simulation results. It should be
noted that the scaling factor forKeth, exp(v̄eth

0 (p
2p0)/RT), is small for all cases, having a value between
0.93 and 1.07 for the pressures studied.

B. Ethylene sorption in ethylene-1-hexene
copolymer chains

Figure 10 shows simulation predictions for ethylene
sorption in linear C98 chains and the two types of branched
C98 chains. Henry’s law behavior is observed in all cases.
From Fig. 10, it is interesting to note that ethylene solubility
does not change with short-chain branching. Furthermore,

FIG. 5. Density of ethylene~eth!/linear PE mixtures at 105 °C as a function
of pressure for various PE chain lengths. The closed symbols are simulated
densities for the eth/PE mixtures. The open symbols are simulated densities
of pure PE at 105 °C and 1 bar with shapes corresponding to the PE models
indicated in the legend.

FIG. 6. Density of pure linear PE at 105 °C and 1 bar as a function of PE
chain length.NC is the number of carbons in the linear PE. The experimental
densities are extrapolated from higher temperatures to 105 °C~see Ref. 33!.
The error bars represent the uncertainty in the extrapolation.

FIG. 7. Ethylene and PE site partial molar volumes for ethylene/linear PE
mixtures at 105 °C as a function of pressure for various PE chain lengths.
The ethylene partial molar volumes and corresponding error bars are calcu-
lated by the method described in Sec. IV and Fig. 2. The PE partial molar
volumes and corresponding error bars are calculated by applying Eq.~17!.
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the distribution of 1-hexene along the polymer backbone
does not seem to influence ethylene solubility. This is con-
trary to our original hypothesis that ethylene clustering near
chain ends will cause an enhancement in ethylene solubility
as a result of inclusion of short-chain branching.

Figure 11 shows results of simulations of polymer-phase
densities for the mixtures of ethylene and PE chains of 98
carbons. It is observed that the polymer phase density in-
creases by 2%–3% when going from systems with linear C98

to systems with branched C98. This has profound effects on
the accessible volume for molecules to sorb into the polymer
phase. The free volume and clustering effects~see Sec. V C!
are offset in this case, causing the solubility to be indepen-
dent of branching for these PE models. This is further ana-
lyzed by studying partial molar volumes. Figure 12 shows
the calculated ethylene and PE site partial molar volumes for

PE models of linear and branched C98 chains. First, it is
noted that the partial molar volume of ethylene is insensitive
to branching. However, the partial molar volume of PE sites
appears to decrease when branching is introduced, but ap-
pears insensitive to branching distribution. This is consistent
with the increase in density with branched chains, as ex-
plained earlier.

C. Radial distribution functions

Radial distribution functions provide a means of verify-
ing the ethylene clustering hypothesis. All radial distribution
functions presented here are for simulations at 105 °C and 33
bar. Some interesting features can be seen in the ethylene
site–ethylene site, PE site–PE site, and ethylene site–PE site
intermolecular radial distribution functions. Figure 13 shows
intermolecular site–site radial distribution functions for the
ethylene/linear C70 mixture. Of all the radial distribution

FIG. 8. Comparison of osmotic ensemble ethylene/C70 simulations with
results based on ethylene test particle insertion into pure C70 at 1 bar and
105 °C. The lines represent the upper and lower bounds for solubility pre-
dictions based on the error in the Henry’s law constant calculation from
three independent infinite dilution simulations.

FIG. 9. Comparison of osmotic ensemble ethylene/C70 simulations with
results based on rescaling withv̄eth according to Eqs.~18! and~19! with the
28 bar result as the reference state. The straight line is the result based on an
ideal gas assumption for the ethylene gas. The dashed line assumes a virial
equation of state for the ethylene gas. All results are at 105 °C.

FIG. 10. Solubility of ethylene in PE at 105 °C as a function of pressure for
various PE models with 98 carbons. The dotted lines are linear fits to the
simulated results.

FIG. 11. Density of eth/PE mixtures at 105 °C as a function of pressure for
various PE models with 98 carbons.
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functions in Fig. 13, the ethylene CH2(sp2) site–ethylene
CH2(sp2) site function has the largest first peak, indicating a
preference for ethylene to cluster with itself. It is interesting
to note that the ethylene site–C70CH3(sp3) site ~end-group
site! function has a first peak at a shorter distance that is
clearly larger than the ethylene site–C70CH2(sp3) site
~middle site! function, and that the C70 end-group site–C70

end-group site function has a first peak at a shorter distance
that is larger than the C70 middle-site–C70 middle-site func-
tion. From an entropic point of view, because the C70 end
sites are only bonded to one other site instead of to two other
sites ~like the other 68, C70 middle sites!, they will be sur-
rounded by more available volume. Therefore, C70 end sites
will have a tendency to ‘‘attract’’ small ethylene aggregates;
hence, the ethylene site–C70 end-group site radial distribu-
tion function has a first peak at a shorter distance that is
larger than the ethylene site–C70 middle-site function. This
entropic effect has been observed previously.2

Figure 14 shows intermolecular site–site radial distribu-
tion functions for the ethylene/type 1 branched C98 mixture.
The results are similar to those of the ethylene/C70 mixture.
Of all the radial distribution functions in Fig. 14, the ethyl-

ene site–ethylene site function has the largest first peak, in-
dicating a preference for ethylene to cluster with itself. The
ethylene site–type 1 branched C98CH3(sp3) site ~end-group
site! function has a first peak at a shorter distance that
is clearly larger than the ethylene site–type 1 branched
C98CH2(sp3) site ~nonbranching middle site!; this is due to
the same entropic reasons as the previous case. Since the
branched chains have many more end sites than the linear
chains, one would expect the ethylene solubility to increase
with branching for entropic reasons. However, this is not
observed with the C98 PE models. As noted in subsection B,
an offsetting density effect compensates the clustering of eth-
ylene observed near chain ends. Figure 14 also indicates that
type 1 branched C98CH(sp3) sites~branching middle sites!
have a tendency to suppress clustering. This is indicated by
the first peak in the type 1 branched C98CH(sp3) site–type 1
branched C98CH(sp3) site and ethylene site–type 1
branched C98CH(sp3) site functions appearing at larger dis-

FIG. 13. Intermolecular site–site radial distribution functions in the
ethylene~eth!/PE as linear C70 mixture at 105 °C and 33 bar.

FIG. 14. Intermolecular site–site radial distribution functions in the
ethylene~eth!/PE as type 1 branched C98 mixture at 105 °C and 33 bar.

FIG. 12. Ethylene and PE site partial molar volumes for ethylene/PE mix-
tures at 105 °C as a function of pressure for various PE models with 98
carbons. The ethylene partial molar volumes and corresponding error bars
are calculated by the method described in Sec. IV and Fig. 2. The PE partial
molar volumes and corresponding error bars are calculated by applying
Eq. ~17!.
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tances as compared to the type 1 branched C98CH2(sp3)
site–type 1 branched C98CH2(sp3) site and ethylene site–
type 1 branched C98CH2(sp3) functions, respectively. From
an entropic point of view, since the CH branching sites of
type 1 branched C98 are bonded to three other sites, less
available volume is free around these sites to attract other
sites. This contributes to the observation that ethylene solu-
bility does not increase with branching even though more
chain ends are present.

Some interesting observations are noted upon comparing
the radial distribution functions of linear and branched poly-
mer models. Figure 15 shows the dependence on branching
for the intermolecular PE CH2(sp3) site–PE CH2(sp3) site
radial distribution function. It is apparent that the peak of the
first coordination shell of this function decreases in magni-
tude with chain branching. This is due to limited free volume
in the vicinity of many PE CH2 sites near chain branches.
The fact that interlocking side chains are disfavored by en-
tropy may also play a role.

Figure 16 shows the dependence on branching for the
intermolecular ethylene site–PE CH2(sp3) site radial distri-
bution function. It is observed that the peak of the first coor-
dination shell of this function slightly decreases in magni-
tude with chain branching. Again, this is due to limited free
volume near many PE CH2 sites near chain branches.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Monte-Carlo simulations with an osmotic ensemble hy-
perparallel tempering technique have been developed and
conducted to study the solubility of mixtures of ethylene and
polyolefins of different architectures. The NERD united-
atom force field was used for this study. This force field has
been tested previously for binary and ternary1,2,11,13mixtures
of small molecules with long linear and branched alkanes,
and has been shown to provide good agreement with experi-
mental data.

Radial distribution functions for ethylene/linear PE and
ethylene/branched PE mixtures have been determined. Re-
sults indicate that ethylene molecules tend to form clusters of
their own in the mixture, and ethylene exhibits a tendency to
reside in the vicinity of the polymer end groups. This en-
tropic clustering has a major effect on ethylene solubility.
The ethylene solubility in linear PE is seen to decrease with
chain length.

Interestingly, ethylene solubility appears to be unaltered
by short-chain branching. While ethylene still clusters near
branch end groups, the solubility remains unaltered by the
fact that the density of branched systems is slightly higher,
thereby leading to an almost perfect cancellation of the clus-
tering enhancement effect. The ethylene depletion near
branching points also counteracts the entropic clustering that
occurs near chain ends~which increases with chain branch-
ing!. Simulations with longer side-chains would be necessary
in order to elucidate this in more detail.

It is important to emphasize that the results presented for
the branched architectures have random branching stere-
ochemistry. In the amorphous phase, the stereochemistry is
not expected to affect the simulation results; however, this
issue should be examined in more detail in the future. Note
that stereochemistry will have a major impact on the polymer
crystallinity.

To predict solubilities in real, semi-crystalline polyethyl-
ene, one must take into account the elastic effect that crys-
talline regions have on the solubility in the amorphous re-
gions of the material. We are currently developing a model to
predict the effects of polymer crystallinity on ethylene solu-
bilities in polyethylene. The simulation results in this work
provide a good means to estimate equation of state param-
eters for ethylene in a hypothetical amorphous polyethylene
sample at the conditions of interest. An additional parameter
is then employed to characterize the crystalline structure for
a specific polymeric sample.

Simulations of more architectures would prove interest-
ing. In this work, relatively few architectures have been stud-

FIG. 15. Effect of branching on the intermolecular PE CH2(sp3) site–PE
CH2(sp3) site radial distribution function in ethylene~eth!/PE mixtures at
105 °C and 33 bar.

FIG. 16. Intermolecular ethylene CH2(sp2) site–PE CH2(sp3) site radial
distribution function in ethylene~eth!/PE mixtures at 105 °C and 33 bar.
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ied. For example, simulations of blocky polyolefin structures
would be of interest in the future.
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APPENDIX A: PHASE-EQUILIBRIA MODEL

A general phase-equilibria model for gas sorption in PE
has been adopted throughout this work. The gas phase fugac-
ity of solute i is

f̂ i
V5w i p, ~A1!

where w i is the gas phase fugacity coefficient of solutei.
Following the work of Maloney and Prausnitz,34 the polymer
phase fugacity of solutei is written as

f̂ i
P5V i* wiHi expS E

0

p v̄ i
`dp̃

RT D , ~A2!

where wi is the weight-fraction of solutei in the polymer
phase~P!, V i* is the weight-fraction activity coefficient, de-
fined such thatV i* →1 as wi→0, and Hi is the weight-
average Henry’s constant of solutei in the polymer. By de-
fining Ki as V i* Hi exp(*0

pv̄i
`dp̄/RT), the polymer phase

fugacity of solutei can be rewritten as

f̂ i
P5Kiwi . ~A3!

By equating the vapor and polymer phase fugacities of solute
i, the following general expression for the weight-fraction of
ethylene in the polymer phase is obtained as

wi5
w i p

Ki
. ~A4!

At low pressures and low solubilities,Ki→Hi , w i→1, and
wi→soli (soli is the solubility of gas solutei in PE!, leading
to the Henry’s law expression for gasi solubility in PE

lim
p→0
wi→0

soli5wi5
p

Hi
. ~A5!

Note that in this form, Henry’s constantHi represents the
proportionality factor between the solubility of solutei in the
polymer and the pressure for low pressure conditions;Hi is
often strongly dependent on temperature.

APPENDIX B: INFINITE DILUTION SIMULATIONS

One method to calculate the solubility of gasi in PE at
infinite dilution is by using a test molecule insertion
method.9,17 In this method, anNPEpT simulation is con-
ducted and the infinite dilution chemical potential of gasi is
calculated by a test-molecule insertion of solutei in the sys-
tem by the same means as outlined in Sec. III D. In this
method, the weight-average Henry’s constant of solutei in
PE can be shown to be given by

Hi5S MWPE

MWi
D rPE

b
exp~bm i

EX,`!, ~B1!

whererPE is the pure polyethylene molar density atp andT.
By making use of the same CB methods outlined in Sec.
III B for the insertion of solutei in the pure polyethylene
system, the excess chemical potential ofi can be determined
by

bm i
EX,`5 lnS ^V&NPEpT

^VWtest i
ext &NPEpT

D , ~B2!

where Wtesti
ext is the Rosenbluth weight for the test-particle

insertion of solutei given by Eq.~8!. Equation~B2! assumes
that moleculei contains no intramolecular nonbonded inter-
actions ~i.e., only bond stretching, bond bending, and tor-
sional interactions are present!. This is the case for ethylene
studied in this work. By inserting Eq.~B2! into ~B1!, the
following is obtained for the weight-average Henry’s con-
stant of solutei in PE:

Hi5S MWPE

MWi
D rPE

b

^V&NPEpT

^VWtest i
ext &NPEpT

. ~B3!

Equation ~B3! can be used with Eq.~A5! to evaluate the
solubility as a function of pressure under the assumption of
an ideal gas for the solutei.

APPENDIX C: THERMODYNAMIC RELATIONSHIPS
FOR SOME PARTIAL MOLAR QUANTITIES

Recall the general thermodynamic relationships for pres-
sure and temperature dependence of the fugacity of speciesi
in a multicomponent mixture

S ] ln f̂ i

]p D
N1 ,N2 ,T

5
v̄ i

RT
, ~C1!

S ] ln f̂ i

]T D
N1 ,N2 ,p

52
h̄i2hi

†

RT2
, ~C2!

wherehi
† is the enthalpy of pure componenti in an ideal-gas

state at the same temperature and pressure as the real mix-
ture. Inserting Eq.~A3! into Eqs.~C1! and~C2!, one obtains
an expression for the effect of temperature and pressure on
Ki as

S ] ln Ki~T,p!

]p D
N1 ,N2 ,T

5
v̄ i

RT
, ~C3!

S ] ln Ki~T,p!

]T D
N1N2 ,p

52
h̄i2hi

†

RT2
. ~C4!

At a given condition,v̄ i can be calculated by the method
outlined in Sec. IV. Withv̄ i known, Ki can be extrapolated
for various pressures by integrating Eq.~C3! from a given
reference condition
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Ki~T,p!5Ki
0~T,p0!expS E

p0

p v̄ i

RT
dp̄D , ~C5!

where the superscript 0 is the reference condition. Assuming
v̄ i is independent of pressure at a given temperature~satis-
factory for moderate changes!, Eq. ~C5! can be further re-
duced into a simpler expression forKi as

Ki~T,p!5Ki
0~T,p0!expS v̄ i

0~p2p0!

RT D . ~C6!
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